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About This Game

Command an entire fleet of M1A2 Abrams tanks in this brutal third installment in the Armored Fist series. Using the latest
Abrams technology, the game presents the esteemed tank in its up-to-date form which is designed to survive biological, nuclear,

and chemical warfare. You'll first take control of a four-man tank, eventually tackling four major campaigns. Set over the
course of 50 smaller missions, the campaigns will take you to such troubled lands as Somalia, Thailand, Afghanistan, Pakistan,

Myanmar, and the Republic of Georgia. The game's five modes of play include solo and co-op entries.
Features

Crush Vehicles and Buildings as the M1A2 rolls over obstacles with impunity, leaving only the track of its tread path
behind.

Coordinate and deploy strategic enemy strikes using artillery, air support, and ground troops.

Authentic M1A2 Crew Station Images allow you to control the Abrams Tank from either commander, gunner or driver
positions with actual working switches and controls.

Over 50 Gripping Innovative Missions — Destroy a terrorist compound, rescue an allied tank platoon, and defend your
base from enemy attack.

Devastate hordes of advanced AI infantry with your turret mounted M2 50 Caliber machine-gun or simply run em' over
with your 70 tons of rolling steel.
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Integrated Voice-Over-Net allows you to quickly coordinate your team's attacks on the multiplayer battlefields of
NovaWorld™. If you're typing, you're dying.
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Publisher:
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Very good game in general for the price. There's still a lot of work to be done before I can say it is completed, but as long as
they keep the updates and bug fixes coming, it could become a very good hack n slash platformer.. Great game!. Hmmm,
definitely a good game, but I wasnt able to take a close look, cuz its too creepy for me.. This game surelly is quite fun, and
predictable.

The game in gameplay style will remember you of those
old platformer games, where enemies have different ai for their
types and different ways of dealing with, the boss fights are
most likelly somewhat of a bullet hell, where you have to dodge
the projectiles they shoot while dealing massive damage per second to it,
but the game is still somewhat fun, but the major problem with the game, is the music.
It is boring, and unfitting for both the game, the art style and the situation.

The music is calm on almost every stage, which degrades the gameplay slowly
alongside making you fell sleepy after playing for too long. But at least is bearable.

If you are looking for a game just to have some fun, you may get this during this sale,
because I'm not sure if I would buy this game with it's full price.. This game is not an 4x game. Fie is a qt. I throw a lot of
parties and I thought it would be fun to have a Vive.
My cousing suggested ROM and I am so glad he did!
This game is so much fun, especially competing against eachother.
I definitely did not have the highest score of the night, but I highly recommend this game, especially in a group setting.. and
member... member mecha game from childhood?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kxSzlJfquAo
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Man this game had me chewing my fingers in frustration at times haha. But That\u2019s quickly forgotten with the hilarious
deaths, nice game, very difficult but a good time killer if you like frustrating games. Still has alot of bugs (basic map bugs
even...) maybe add more types of cars and please oh please fix the armored car getting health damage... And fix the silly spelling
mistakes, otherwise its a really good game.. Pudding and Pudding~. As Most said, This game is only good if you got friends.
Long since dead, gone, and withered. This isnt something you can buy and expect to get a lot of enjoyment out of.

It is Soccer with hover tanks. That much is true. The satisfaction of the exploding tanks, the heavy weaponry and the crazy stuff
you cna do is also cool. But all in all, I would suggest Rocket League if anything. Same basic idea, Minus the futuristic blowy
uppy weaponry. [Sadly.]

TL;DR: Buy only if you got 8+ friends who'll play it as well. otherwise, do not.. As a thirsty COG fan, i was not satisfied with
this drink of a gamebook. Would recommend some other COG Products.

6/10 Too dry for me.
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